
 

 

Quinapoxet River Circular Control Dam Removal Project 

West Boylston, Massachusetts 
 

 

 The Massachusetts Water Resources Authority (MWRA) is planning the removal of the 

Quinapoxet River Circular Control Dam (1905) in West Boylston. The goals of the project are 

restoration of free passage of fish and wildlife, naturalization of riverine hydrology, sediment 

management, and water quality protection.  These goals are to be met by removing the dam and 

modifying the channel without causing impact to MWRA and Department of Conservation and 

Recreation (DCR) water supply operations, which involve the subterranean Quabbin Aqueduct 

connecting the Quabbin Reservoir to the downstream Wachusett Reservoir.  

 The Massachusetts Historical Commission (MHC) required updating the MHC inventory 

forms for the dam and several adjacent Quabbin Aqueduct structures, which were completed by 

AHS historians. MHC also required an intensive (locational) archaeological survey of the Area of 

Potential Effects (APE), resulting in no findings of significant archaeological resources. 

  

 The semicircular concrete dam is part of a complex system 

of reservoirs and aqueducts built to supply the greater Boston area 

with potable water.  The dam is faced with ashlar-cut granite. It is 

250 feet long with an earthen embankment. Its most distinctive 

feature is the curved spillway, with a crest length of 158 linear feet 

along an arc with a 75-foot radius. Rather than impoundment of 

the river, the original purpose of the dam was to slow the current 

and prevent erosion of the 

riverbed upstream, helping to protect the reservoir’s water quality. 

Adjacent to the dam is the Quabbin Aqueduct Shaft 1 Outlet 

Chamber and Works (1932), built when the water supply system 

was expanded with the Quabbin Reservoir, and the Outlet Service 

Building (1939). Beneath the Outlet Chamber, the outlet works 

descend more than 200 feet to connect with the east end of the 

Wachusett-Coldbrook Tunnel segment of the Quabbin Aqueduct. 

At the chamber’s rear wall just below the dam, aqueduct waters 

flow into the outlet channel, join the Quinapoxet River, and 

continue east toward the Wachusett Reservoir.  

 A system as complex as Boston’s reservoir network requires 

numerous smaller components, all of which are integral to its 

function. While the dam, the outlet chamber, and the service 

building are not major structures, together with the Quabbin 

Aqueduct they are integral to the link between the Quabbin 

Reservoir and the water-supply system to the east.  

 


